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MEMORY HOUSE, BOOK 1 MEMORY HOUSE, BOOK 1 - Annie Cross is running from a broken love affair and the only thing she wants is to

forget; but once she meets Ophelia Browne she just might discover there are far greater joys in remembering. 

Ophelia remembers everything. She remembers things from her own life and from the lives of those who came

before her. She has only to touch her hand to an object and she can feel the special memories clinging to it. But now

she is nearing ninety and needs to find a caretaker for these memories. If death comes before she finds someone, the

memories will be lost forever. Ophelia prays this won't happen.

When Annie shows up on the doorstep of the Memory House Bed and Breakfast Ophelia knows she is the one.

Seldom has she come across such deep violet eyes, and never with the flecks of green that once could be seen in her

own reflection.

Winner of the 2016 FPA President's Book Award Silver Medal 

THE LOFT, BOOK 2 THE LOFT, BOOK 2 - 50 Years of memories are hidden in the walls of the loft… Annie only needs to find one; the

one that will save Oliver’s life. 
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On the day of their wedding, Annie saw nothing but happiness ahead, but when an accident calls her back to

Memory House, her world is changed forever. Ophelia Browne, the woman who taught Annie to find the memories

in a forgotten object, is leaving the house and she’s leaving all those powerful memories behind.

After only three nights in the loft, Annie must now find the single most meaningful memory in Oliver’s mind. If she

finds it in time, she can save his life, if she doesn’t…well that’s something she can’t afford to think about.
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